ACHIEVING INSTANT SITUATIONAL AWARENESS IN SECURE COMMAND AND
CONTROL ENVIRONMENTS
LIVE WEBINAR: Thursday, May 2 at 1:30 PM EDT

Do you want to learn how the most cutting edge command and control centers are achieving instant situational awareness? Then join us for a free webinar where we will break down the necessary requirements for obtaining immediate information access and improved operational efficiencies with a next-generation command and control system on Thursday, May 2 at 1:30 PM EDT. Thinklogical adviser, Admiral Michelle Howard (U.S. Navy, RET), will share her personal experiences on the value of instant situational awareness from the command perspective.

In this session attendees will learn how to:

- Achieve information superiority and instant situational awareness through immediate access to critical video and data resources via “any-to-any” switching.
- Get a more accurate picture of the multi-domain battlespace and make faster, better-informed decisions.
- Simplify management of multiple classifications of information through a single IA (information assurance) accredited secure infrastructure.
- Increase the cyber security profile of command and control facilities while mitigating the threat of intentional or accidental breach, hack or data loss by insiders.
- Future-proof your video, audio, and computer signal distribution system to support advances in technology, including 4K resolution and HDR, virtualization, cloud, etc.

Jillian Little
VP, Federal Solutions
- Enable flexible and rapid reconfiguration of command and control resources to quickly adapt to dynamic mission requirements.
- Reduce up-front IT and AV infrastructure expense while lowering long-term total cost of ownership. REGISTER NOW...

**Featured Speakers**
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Can't join us live? Register to receive the recording when it's available!

---

**TLX48 RECEIVES TEMPEST CERTIFICATION**

**MATRIX SWITCH**: Stringent Security Requirements

![TLX48 Matrix Switch](image3.jpg)

The TLX48 has been added to our line of products that have achieved TEMPEST SDIP 27 Level B certification, approved for use in NATO Zone 1 environments. Many government, defense and intelligence agencies -- as well as security-sensitive commercial industries -- require or recommend that audio-visual and IT products purchased be TEMPEST certified to shield electrical emanations and protect their mission-critical infrastructures.  

---

**GEOINTeraction TUESDAY**

**USGIF NETWORKING EVENT**: Join Us, May 14, 2019

Thinklogical is the proud sponsor of GEOINTeraction Tuesday, on May 14 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. at Maggiano’s Restaurant in Tysons Corner Galleria. Please join us for this casual networking event where you can develop new relationships, exchange ideas and discover business opportunities. Hear from guest speaker, Tara Bradburn, Senior Lead, Artificial Intelligence, Automation and Augmentation, NGA. RSVP HERE.

SAVE THE DATE: TLX1280 LIVE AND IN ACTION
INFOCOMM 2019 : June 12-14, 2019, Orlando, FL

Save the Date! Visit Thinklogical at InfoComm 2019, June 12-14, 2019 in Orlando FL. We’ll be co-exhibiting with Belden in booth 2561 in the West Hall level 2.

InfoComm is the largest audio-visual event in the U.S. with 44,000 visitors and more than 1,000 exhibitors. Stop by to experience live demonstrations of the new TLX1280 - the industry’s largest and highest capacity matrix switch - along with other Thinklogical innovations including the Integrated Client Transmitter and System Management Portfolio.

Register for a FREE InfoComm exhibit hall pass using code: THI956
THINKLOGICAL TRAINING
EARN UP TO 18 CTS CREDITS : Register Today!

Earn up to 18 CTS credits by completing our Product & Technology 100, 200 and 300 level classes. The Product and Technology classes are instructor-led and fully hands-on offering in-depth education in advanced configuration, installation and debugging of a Thinklogical KVM application. Our training provides customer and partners with the tools they need to implement and maintain a Thinklogical KVM system. REGISTER TODAY...

2019 EVENTS
JOIN US : On the Road

Save the date and join us as we take our products and experts on the road. We’ll be bringing our latest secure signal management innovations to each of our shows. Schedule a one-on-one meeting.

AFCEA TechNet Korea - April 29-May 3, 2019 - Korea
GEOINTeraction - May 5, 2019 - Tysons Corner, VA

John Russell, CTT+, CTS
Thinklogical Trainer

Bob Ventresca
Navy League SAS - May 6-8, 2019 - National Harbor, MD
Nellis AFB Tech Cyber Day - May 8, 2019 - Las Vegas, NV
Creech AFB Cyber Day - May 9, 2019 - Indian Springs, NV
AFCEA TechNet Cyber - May 14-16, 2019 - Baltimore, MD
NITEC - May 20-22, 2019 - Oslo, NO
SOFIC - May 20-23, 2019 - Tampa, FL
CYCON - May 28-31, 2019 - Tallinn, Estonia

We are here to help you..
Have a project? Work with a Thinker.
GET IN TOUCH
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